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Reg No.:_______________  Name:_____________________________________ 

APJ ABDUL KALAM TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

SIXTH SEMESTER B.TECH DEGREE COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION, MAY 2019 

Course Code: AU352 

Course name: COMPREHENSIVE EXAM (AU) 
Max. Marks: 50  Duration: 1 Hour 

   
Instructions:  

 

(1) Each question carries one mark. No negative marks for wrong answers 

(2) Total number of questions: 50          

(3) All questions are to be answered. Each question will be followed by 4 possible answers of   

     which only ONE is correct. 

(4) If more than one option is chosen, it will not be considered for valuation. 

(5) Calculators are not permitted 

 PART A- COMMON COURSES 

1.  The slope of the surface 5yz xe y−= +  in the x-direction at the point (4,0) is 

 a)  0 b) -1 c) 1 d) 2 

2.  The solution of (𝐷2 + 1)𝑦 = 0 is 

 a)  𝑐1 cos 𝑥 + 𝑐2𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑥 b) 𝑐1𝑒𝑥 + 𝑐2𝑒−𝑥 c) (𝑐1 + 𝑐2𝑥)𝑒𝑥  d) (𝑐1 + 𝑐2𝑥)𝑒−𝑥 

3.  A simple spring mass vibrating system has a natural frequency of N. if the spring stiffness is 

halved and the mass is doubled then the natural frequency will be 

 a)  N b) 0.5N c) 2N d) 0.25N 

4.  The proportion of second moment of area about centroidal axis to second moment of area about 

base of a rectangle will be 

 a)  0.3 b) 0.1 c) 0.25 d) 0.08333 

5.  An algorithm for scheduling a set of project activities: 

 a)  Critical Path 

Method 

b) Crucial Practicing 

Method 

c) Centre 

Processing 

Method 

d) None 

6.  The fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of the business process to achieve dramatic 

improvements in critical contemporary measures of performances such as cost,quality,service 

and speed: 

 a)  Recycling b) Quality 

engineering 
c) Contemporary 

design 
d) Re - 

engineering 

7.  Composting is 

 a)  anaerobic 

degradation 

process for solid 

waste treatment 

b) anaerobic 

treatment for 

sullage 

c) aerobic 

treatment for 

sewage 

d) an aerobic 

degradation 

process for 

solid waste 

treatment 
8.  The rating system of India which is focussed on conservation and efficient energy use is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schedule_(project_management)
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 a)  GRIHA b) LEED India c) IGBC d) BEE 

9.  In orthographic projection, each projection view represents how many dimensions of an object? 

 a)  1 b) 2 c) 3 d) 0 

10.  The front view, side view and top view of a cylinder standing on horizontal plane base on 

horizontal plane. 

 a)  circle, rectangle 

and rectangle 
b) rectangle, 

rectangle and 

circle 

c) rectangle, circle 

and rectangle 
d) circle, triangle 

and triangle 

 PART B- CORE COURSES 

11.  The reference fuels for knock rating of spark ignition engines would include 

 a)  Iso-octane and 

alpha-methyl 

naphthalene 

b) Normal octane 

and aniline 

c) Iso-octane and 

normal hexane 
 

d) Normal 

heptane and 

iso-octane 

12.  In a four-stroke cycle petrol engine, the charge is ignited at 

 a)  30° before top dead 

centre 
b) 30° after top dead 

centre 
c) 30° before 

bottom dead 

centre 

d) 30° after 

bottom dead 

centre 

13.  Theoretically, a four-stroke cycle engine should develop __________ power as that of a two-

stroke cycle engine. 

 a)  Half b) Same c) Double  d) Four times 

14.  The theoretically correct mixture of air and petrol is 

 a)  10:1 b) 15:1 c) 20:1 d) 25:1 

15.  The coolant to be employed in liquid cooling system should have 

 a)  Low freezing 

temperature 
 

b) A high boiling 

point 

c) A large latent 

heat of 

vaporisation 

d) All of the 

mentioned 

 

16.  The object of providing masked inlet valve in the air passage of compression ignition engines is 

to 

 a)  Enhance flow rate b) Control air flow c) Induce primary 

swirl 
d) Induce 

secondary 

turbulence 

17.  Commonly used anti-freeze materials are 

 a)  Kerosene b) Sugar solution c) Calcium or 

magnesium 

chloride 

d) All of the 

mentioned 

18.  Ackermann steering mechanism is used for 

 a)  Reducing steering 

hardness 
b) Keeping equal 

angle of turn of 

front wheels 

c) Reducing 

steering angle 
 

d) Getting correct 

steering angle 

19.  The included angle is the sum of the 

 a)  Camber and castor b) Castor and SAI c) Camber and d) Camber and 
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SAI toe in 

20.  Component of wheel cylinder which seals the brake fluid is 

 a)  Piston b) Dust cover c) Spring d) Cup 

21.  The function of a stabilizer in an automobile is to decrease the tendency to 

 a)  Pitch b) Dip c) Roll d) Yaw 

22.  The type of rear axle used on truck is 

 a)  Semi-floating 

 

b) Fully-floating c) Three-quarter 

floating 
d) None of the 

above 

23.  Double reduction final drives help to 

 a)  Increase speed b) Increase power c) Increase torque d) Decrease 

torque 

24.  Torque transfer at an angle is provided on propeller shaft by using 

 a)  Centre support 

bearing 
b) Slip joint c) Universal joint d) Differential 

25.  Glow plugs are used in diesel engine for 

 a)  Easy start-up of 

engine 

b) Providing 

turbulence 

c) Fuel injection d) All of the 

above 

26.  The reason for supercharging in any engine is to 

 a)  Reduce weight and 

bulk for a given 

output 

b) Increase fuel 

economy 
c) Increase power d) Increase 

thermal 

efficiency 

27.  F/A ration required for formation of Soot is 

 a)  1 b) less than 0.5 c) greater than 2 d) between 1 and 

2 

28.  The cam shaft of a four stroke I.C. engine running at 1500 rmp will run at 

 a)  1500 rpm b) 750 rpm c) 3000 rpm d) Any value 

independent of 

engine speed 

29.  Lambda sensor measure _____________content in exhaust gas 

 a)  NOx b) Carbon Monoxide c) Oxygen d) Hydrocarbon 

30.  Which type of air motion has its rotational component parallel to cylinder axis 

 a)  Swirl b) Squish c) Tumble d) Turbulence 

31.  The purpose of a _____________ is to provide automatic control of the idling and maximum 

speeds to the engine. 

 a)   Governor b) Nozzle c) Throttle d) Injector 

32.  In four-wheel drive there is 

 a)  No live axle b) One live axle c) Two live axles d) One dead axle 

33.  Calculate speed of driving shaft in compound gear train, if the drivers have 50, 60, 80 and 100 

teeth and followers have 18, 40, 60 and 80 teeth. Speed of driven shaft is 150 rpm 
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 a)  21.73 rpm b) 30.23 rpm c) 19.77 rpm d) None of the 

above 

34.  In which type of gear trains, shaft axes which are mounted by gear wheels have relative motion 

between them? 

 a)  Compounded gear 

train 

b) Simple gear train c) Epicyclic gear 

train 

d) Reverted gear 

train 

35.  The minimum number of teeth on pinion to avoid interference in rack and pinion is 

 a)  15 b) 18 c) 21 d) 24 

36.  Tandem drive vehicle has (have) 

 a)  No drive axle b) Two drive axles at 
front 

c) One drive axle 
at rear 

d)  Two drive 

axles at rear 

37.  In gears, arc of contact is 

 a)  Arc of approach + 

Arc of recess 
b) Arc of approach 

– Arc of recess 
c) Arc of 

approach / Arc 

of recess 

d) Arc of 

approach x 

Arc of recess 

38.  Which one of the following is a solid-state joining process? 

 a)  Gas tungsten arc 
welding 

b) Resistance spot 
welding 

c) Friction welding d) Submerged arc 

welding 

39.  The maximum possible draft in cold rolling of sheet increases with the 

 a)  Increase in coefficient 
of friction 

b) Decrease in 
coefficient of 
friction 

c) Decrease in roll 
radius 

d) Decrease in 

roll velocity 

40.  Two streams of liquid metal which are not hot enough to fuse properly result into a casting defect 

known as 

 a)  Cold shut b) Swell c) Sand wash d) Scab 

41.  Which of the following components is mainly manufactured by performing metal forging? 

 a)  Piston b) Engine block c) Connecting rod d) Crankcase 

42.  Which of the following process comes under mechanical machining? 

 a)  USM b) EDM c) LBM d) PAM 

43.  PCR is a measure of ……………………………………. 

 a)  The ability of the 
process to 
manufacture the 
products that meet 
the specifications 

b) The ability of the 
operator to 
remove the 
variability 

c) The probability 
of the mean to 
be equal to the 
USL 

d) The 

probability of 

the mean to be 

equal to the 

LSL 

44.  Which one of the following RP technologies uses solid sheet stock as the starting material? 

 a)  droplet deposition 
manufacturing 

b) fused-deposition 
modelling 

c) laminated-object 
manufacturing 

d) selective laser 

sintering 

45.  Which one of the following is not a method to improve visibility 

 a)  Decrease the 

thickness of A Pillar 
b) Increase the 

Height of A 

Pillar 

c) Increase the 

Area of Wind 

shield 

d) Decrease the 

area of Wind 

Shield 
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46.  Which one of the following layouts is not used in motor vehicles 

 a)  Front engine front 

drive 

b) Front engine rear 

drive 

c) Rear engine 

front drive 

d) Rear engine 

rear drive 

47.  Materials using for Vehicle Frame 

 a)  Steel b) Carbon Fibre c) Aluminium d) All the Above 

48.  If ground clearance of a car is increased then it will experience 

 a)  Negative lift b) Positive lift c) Drag increase d) Drag decrease. 

49.  The Part of the vehicle holds the passengers and the cargo to be transported is known as 

 a)  Hull  b) Chassis c) Cabin d) Sedan 

50.  
A traction control system (TCS) in automobiles controls the 

 a)  Engine power during 

acceleration 

b) Torque that is 
transmitted by the 
tyres to the road 
surface 

c) Stopping 

distance in case 

of emergency 

d) Vibrations on 

the steering 

wheel 

**** 
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Reg No.:_______________  Name:__________________________ 

APJ ABDUL KALAM TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

SIXTH SEMESTER B.TECH DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2018 

Course Code: AU352 
Course Name: COMPREHENSIVE EXAM (AU) 

Max. Marks: 50  Duration: 1 Hour 
Instructions 

(1) Each question carries one mark. No negative marks for wrong answers 

(2)  Total number of questions: 50 

(3)  All questions are to be answered. Each question will be followed by 4 possible 

answers of which only ONE is correct. 

(4) If more than one option is chosen, it will not be considered for valuation. 

(5)  Calculators are not permitted 

 
1 Sum of the perimeters of a circle and a square is 1. If sum of the area is least, then 

(A) Side of the square is double the radius of circle 
(B) Side of the square is 1/ 2 of the radius of the circle 
(C) Side of the square is equal to radius of the circle 
(D) None of these 

2 

 
3 If the resultant of two equal forces has the same magnitude as either of the forces, then the 

angle between the two forces is 
(A) 30°       (B) 60°       (C) 90°      (D) 120° 

4 The angle which an inclined surface makes with horizontal when a body placed on it is on 
the point of moving down, is called 
A) Angle of repose           B) Angle of friction    
C) Angle of inclination    D) None of these 

5 When the line is proportional to both HP and VP, we can get this true length in  
A) Front view       B) Top view         C) Both A & B        D) Side view 

6 In isometric projection the length or width of the object is draw to the horizontalreference 
line. 
A) 90◦           B) 30◦       C) 45◦         D) 60◦ 

7 Third largest solar energy produces in world? 
A) LIBIA         B) CHINA        C) INDIA          D) JAPAN 

8 Carbon footprint can be measured by  
A) Carbon dating    B) Instruments      C) Carbon accounting      D) Formula 

9 Concept of generating large quantities of ideas. 
A) Lateral thinking              B) Critical thinking     
C) Brainstorming                 D) Creative thinking 

10 First fully functional model of a design? 
A) Idea          B) Design constrain       C) Prototype           D) Design constrain 
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11 The amount of front wheel tilt measured in degrees from the vertical, is called 
A)camber angle        B)caster angle          C)toe-in                  D)toe-out 

12 Four-wheel drive vehicles have differential at 
A)front wheels                                           B)rear wheels 
C)both the front and rear wheelsD)any of the front or rear wheels 

13 The component Transaxle is  
A)Front drive axle                                     B)Rear dead axle 
C)Combined differential and gear boxD)Differential housing 

14 The arrangement in which road springs act as torque and thrust members is known as 
A) Hotchkiss driveB)Torque tube drive 
C)road spring driveD)none of the above 
 

15 The torque at the driving wheels gives rise to a propulsive force between wheels and road, 
known as 
A)tractive forceB)driving effortC)braking thrustD)none of the above 
 

16 In a 6x4 tandem axle drive, vehicle will have: 
A) no drive axle                                 B) two drive axles at front 
C) one drive axle at rear                    D) two drive axles at rear 
 

17 The transfer case is located next to the gearbox in: 
A)Front wheel driveB)Rear wheel drive 
C)Four wheel driveD)All of the above 
 

18 Which type of clutch does not require clutch pedal? 
A)Single plate         B)Multi plate     C)Centrifugal             D)Cone 

19 Which of the following is true? 
A)high torque is required at the start of the vehicle 
B)low torque is required at high speeds 
C)gearbox helps in smooth running of vehicle 
D)all of the above 

20 The term DSG Stands for 
A)Dual shift gear box                         B)Direct shift gear box 
C)Double shift gear boxD)None of the above 

21 The lubrication of gearbox is done with: 
A)SAE 20W40 oil       B)SAE 40 oil   C)SAE 90 oil             D)SAE 120 oil 

22 The term ESP stands for: 
A)Engine stability program                 B)Electronic stability program 
C)Electronic starting pulseD)Engine starting power 

23 In a five speed gear box the approximate gear ratio on over drive is : 
A)3.76 : 1       B)1 : 1      C)1:  0.7        D)1 : 0.3 

 
24 In a slider crank chain, the numbers of possible inversions are 

A)Three         B) Four      C)Five           D)Six 
25 Which one of the following is a spring controlled centrifugal governor 

A)Hartnell governor           B) Porter governor 
C)Proell governor              D)Watt governor 

26 Which one of the following is true for involute gears? 
A)interference is inherently absent 
B)variation in centre distance of shafts increases radial force 
C)a convex flank is always in contact with concave flank 
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D)pressure angle is constant throughout the teeth engagement 
27 In spur gears, the circle on which the involute profile is generated is called the 

A)base circle   B)addendum circleC)pitch circleD)clearance circle 
 

28 Types of gears used to connect two non-parallel non-intersecting shafts are 
A)Spur gearsB)Bevel gears      C)Helical gearsD)Spiral gears 
 

29 The following one is an inversion of single slider crank chain 
A)Watt’s indicator mechanism                                B)Beam engine 
C)Whitworth quick return motion mechanismD)Elliptical trammel 
 

30 The relation between crank throw and stroke length is: 
A)Stroke length is half of crank throw         B)Crank throw is half of Stroke length 
C)Crank throw is double of Stroke lengthD)Stroke length is double of crank throw 
 

31 The most preferred firing order of a six cylinder engine is: 
A)1-5-3-6-3-4         B)1-2-4-5-6-3       C)1-5-3-6-2-4         D)1-6-2-4-3-5 
 

32 The speed of cam shaft with respect to crank shaft is: 
A)Same as the speed of crank shaft     B)Double the speed of crank shaft 
C)Half the speed of crank shaftD)One third the speed of crank shaft 
 

33 The recommended percentage of oil for mist lubrication is: 
A)10%                   B)8%           C)6%                 D)3% 

 
34 The term viscosity index refers to: 

A)Measure of change of viscosity with respect to temperature 
B)Measure of density rating with respect to temperature 
C)Measure of change of temperature with respect to viscosity 
D)Measure of change of specific gravity with respect to temperature. 
 

35 The pulse width of a gasoline injector means: 
A)The number of injection pulses in a second 
B)The period on which the injector remain open 
C)The number of pulses in an injection  
D)The quantity of fuel injected in a stroke 
 

36 The stoichiometric air fuel ratio of Hydro carbon fuel is : 
A)12.7: 1            B)14.7: 1    C)17.4: 1       D)16.3: 1 
 

37 WobbeIndexis a characteristic of : 
A)Solid fuels      B)Gaseous fuels       C)Liquid fuels       D)  Fat Coal 
 

38 Combustion reaction of fuels is a /an __________ reaction 
A)Endothermic     B)Auto Catalytic      C)Exothermic      D)None of the above  
 

39 Presence of __________ in a dry gaseous fuel does not contribute to its calorific value. 
A)hydrogen       B)oxygen                    C)sulphur              D)carbon 
 

40 Which of the following gaseous fuels has the lowest calorific value? 
A)Gobar gas        B)Refinery gas          C)Converter gas    D)Blast furnace gas 
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41 For every 10% increase in the excess air; the fuel consumption increases by __________ 

percent. 
A)10                     B)1                            C)0.1                      D)2 

42 The specific fuel consumption per BHP hour for a conventional Diesel engine is: 
A)0.15 kg  B)0.2 kg                    C)0.25 kg  D)0.3 kg 
 

43 The probability of knocking in diesel engines is increased by 
A)Highself ignition temperature            B)Low volatility  
C)Higher viscosity D)All of the above 
 

44 PDI is the short form of  
A)Programmed direct injection               B)Particular degree injection 
C)Pre-delivery inspectionD)Pre-diagnose inspection 

 
45 Which of the following creates a flapping sound near the front of the engine? 

A)Timing belt tension too tight                B)Drive belt too tight  
C)Drive belt too loose D)Timing belt tension too loose 

46 All model year passenger cars and light trucks are OBDII-equipped from the year  
A)2010                          B)2006                C)1999                 D)1996 

 
47 The DLC used in OBD II compliance vehicles refers to: 

A)Direct link connector                            B)Data Log connector 
C)Data link connectorD)Diagnostic link connector 
 

48 Hot soak is a problem seen in some carburetted vehicles due to 
A)Improper tuning                                    B)Overflowing 
C)Vapour lockD)Mis-firing  
 

49 If you observe presence of lubrication oil in the coolant, it is a symptom of:  
A)Blown out radiator                                B)Blown out lube oil pump 
C)Blown out head gasketD)Blown out exhaust valve 
 

50 The “Stroboscope” is an equipment used to check: 
A)Engine vibration                                   B)Valve timing 
C)Ignition timing                                      D)Engine ECU 
 

**** 
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